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In FXpansion's virtual analog synth section, the Generate sequencer features a fully-synthesized
engine with wave-table synthesis, oscillator modeling and powerful modulation capabilities. The two
expandable slots host a wide range of modulation and effects plugins allowing you to enhance the
sound. The Beat Sequencer features 24 patterns with each containing a single track for the four
synth engines, offering 48 possible patterns. When working within the Beat Sequencer, each step in
the pattern features a multiplier, an arpeggiator, a slicer for cycling a note, voltage and MIDI note.
BFD Percussive contains nearly 100 onboard percussive instruments including classic percussion,
exotic world percussion and rich ethnic percussion sounds. The Percussive engine features a user-
selectable pattern table with 384 patterns for real-time synthesis, allowing for polyrhythmic
performance with ease. The Percussion synthesis engine features a range of parameters, including
volume, pan, multipart and decay. Expansion is provided for up to four extra instruments that can be
loaded from the drop down menu, with a variety of sounds from which to choose. The Editions
section of BFD Percussive allows you to opt for a library of edits that are preconfigured to suit an
array of musical genres and styles. With more than 2,000 different editable parameters, you can
tailor the sound to your liking. BFD Acoustic contains nearly 40 onboard acoustic instruments
including a Kontakt Player instrument with interface that features multiple engine models for a
variety of acoustic instruments. All modeled parameters can be controlled independently, allowing
for the creative manipulation of up to 32 controllers.
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Once you have applied your new set of kits to your project, you can utilise BFD Ecos looping
capabilities for creating melody lines that can be rendered up to 4kHz. BFD Eco is also capable of
loading and saving kits and loops in the popular Reason Music format. BFD Ecos drum editing is

supplemented by a new Drum Editor that allows you to create intricate, reproducible grooves with
adjustable articulation and ride cymbal touch-ups. The Groove Editor offers two unique tools: an

intuitive and powerful Groove Player and a Rudiments tool for creating ultra realistic and authentic
grooves. The Groove Player allows you to create new drum patterns with the ease of use that makes

BFD Eco so popular amongst producers. Some of the most renowned session drummers have
created their grooves using BFD Ecos convenient sequencer and Groove Editor, including Renata

Rockerfeller, Eddie Marsden, Rufus Reid, Bap Kennedy and John Taylor. While you’re mixing, you can
also take advantage of the effective dynamic and EQ controls on each channel as well as on the

stereo buses, resulting in a mix that’s unusually accommodating. BFD Eco offers a powerful multi-
track sequencer for creating truly unique grooves. Beyond grooves, the sequencer’s 24 patterns can
be assigned to synth engines, creating polyrhythmic tracks for experimenting with and developing
new sonic territory. The importance of the grooves in making a good mix is equally important. So

along with the grooves, BFD Eco provides a Groove Editor that allows you to create and perfect your
grooves. The new Overlouds Breverb algorithm features three new oversampling and digital nature

options for providing experimental effects to your mix, while maintaining the time-consuming
mixwork aspect of hardware-based reverbs. BFD Eco also includes a new Pedal section with an

Octave Shift Processor, where you can modify the octave depth and the 12th note resolution for
creating ultra realistic harmonic distortions. 5ec8ef588b
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